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Qiao Wei also heard different meaning from Qiao Xin's tone. 

Qiao Xin quickly stood up. Today, she did not wear her own high-heeled shoes, but 
chose a pair of high-heeled shoes with black sloping heels. 

Qiao Wei was a little higher than Qiao Xin. Today, she didn't wear those high-heeled 
shoes. Qiao Xin felt that she was obviously lower than Qiao Wei. 

She frowned, but said nothing unpleasant. "Sister, dad and I have been waiting for you 
for a long time." 

After Qiao Wei heard, she looked at Qiao Qingdong, who was sitting at her desk. 

"Dad, what do you want from me?" 

Qiao Qingdong raised his head when he heard Qiao Wei's voice. "Here you are." 

"Well!" 

"Sit down." With that, Qiao Qingdong stood up and went to the sofa. 

See Qiao Qingdong sit down, Qiao Wei just follow sit down. 

Qiao Qingdong leaned on the sofa, took a look at Qiao Wei, and then looked at Qiao 
Xin. It seemed that she was also motioning for her to sit down. 

Qiao Xin some reluctant, but also dare not make a mistake, calmly want to sit next to 
Qiao Qingdong. 

After half buttocks want to sit down, Qiao Qingdong stares at him. But under, Qiao Xin 
very reluctantly sat next to Qiao Wei. 

Qiao Qingdong saw that the two daughters were sitting down, and then he said, 
"Weiwei, it's like this. I'm going to let Xinxin come to the company to learn. " 

Hearing Qiao Qingdong's words, Qiao Wei was very nervous. What's the meaning of 
her eyes flashing? Is he trying to break his promise? 

Qiao Qingdong saw that Qiao Wei didn't make a sound. He went on to say, "this 
company will be yours in the future. So dad wants to teach you more while he still has 
heart power. " 



Qiao Wei quietly clenched his hand. Now he wants to go back on his promise to his 
mother? 

"Dad, do you forget how you promised mom?" 

"I didn't!" Qiao Qingdong denied. "I'm also for your sake. You work so hard for the 
company alone. Dad just doesn't want to see you so hard that Xinxin can help you!" 

Qiao Wei's hand grip is more intense, he is now really changing the way, do not want to 
keep the original promise. The heart is excited, seem to also pull to the wound of two 
days ago. 

Qiao Wei stretched out his hand to press his wound, but his tone was not as gentle as 
usual. "Please ask dad what position you are going to give Qiao Xin." 

Qiao Qingdong saw Qiao Wei's bright eyes with a trace of hatred, which really looked 
like her mother. 

Qiao Qingdong did not dare to look directly, because he recalled that his ex-wife also 
showed such eyes when he died. He staggered his eyes from Jovi and looked at other 
places unnaturally. 

Qiao Xin also realized that the atmosphere was wrong, "Dad..." 

Qiao Qingdong coughed to cover up his embarrassment. "Weiwei, I'm going to let you 
take Xinxin for a period of time. If she is competent, she will be the vice president. You'll 
have an extra helper. " 

Qiao Wei wrung eyebrows, one is vice president. I want to start from the bottom. Sure 
enough, the starting point is different! 

Qiao Xin was angry when she heard it, which was different from what she said. Why do 
you want to let Qiao Wei, this bitch, take himself. 

"Dad, what if I don't agree?" At last Jovi spoke. 

Qiao Qingdong is a little surprised, it seems that it is the first time to see Qiao Wei refute 
his opinions. He also felt his rights were threatened. 

"Weiwei, do you want to question me?" 

Joe was sweating, even in her back. 

"Dad, do you think it's right? Do you really forget how you promised my mother 



Qiao Wei is almost biting his teeth to question. She can turn a blind eye to other things. 
But this matter about mother, she can't give in blindly! 

 


